Jet propagation is shown to produce Mach-cone-like medium excitation inside a quark-gluon plasma. However, only deflection of such medium excitation and jet shower partons by radial flow leads to double-peaked dihadron correlation in high-energy heavy-ion collisions. Dihadron correlations from harmonic flow, hot spots and dijets are studied separately within the AMPT Monte Carlo model and all lead to double-peaked dihadron azimuthal correlation. The γ-hadron correlation has similar double-peak feature but is free of the contributions from harmonic flow and hot spots. Dihadron and γ-hadron correlations are compared to shed light on jet-induced medium excitation and hot spots in an expanding medium.
medium excitation and expanding hot spots. Because of the azimuthal uniform emission of direct photons, γ-hadron correlation should be free of contributions from harmonic flow and hot spots and therefore is caused only by jetinduced medium excitations. We therefore propose to use comparative study of γ-hadron and dihadron azimuthal correlations to disentangle contributions from expanding hot spots and shed light on the dynamics of jet-induced Mach-cone-like excitation in high-energy heavy-ion collisions One can study jet shower propagation and medium excitation through a linearized Monte Carlo simulation of the Boltzmann transport equation,
including only elastic 1 + 2 → 3 + 4 processes as given by the matrix elements M 12→34 , where
are thermal parton phase-space densities in a medium with local temperature T and flow
are the jet shower parton phase-space densities before and after scattering, and we neglect the quantum statistics in the final state of the scattering. We will consider quark propagation in a thermal medium and assume small angle approximation of the elastic scattering amplitude
2 with a screened gluon propagator, where s, t and u are Mandelstam variables, C=1 (9/4) is the color factor for quark-gluon (gluon-gluon) scattering and µ is the screening mass which we consider here as a constant cut-off of small angle scattering. The corresponding elastic cross section is dσ/dt = |M 12→34 | 2 /16πs 2 . Our numerical simulations show [9] that recoil thermal partons from jet-medium interaction in a uniform medium do cause Mach-cone-like excitation. The low energy recoil partons around the neck of the Mach-cone-like excitation have a double-hump feature in the azimuthal distribution. However, low energy partons from the body of the Machcone-like excitation become dominate at later times and the final azimuthal distribution has only a broad single peak along the direction of the propagating jet due to diffusion of the wake front. In an expanding medium as described by a (3+1)D ideal hydrodynamical calculation [14] , both the shape of the medium excitation and the azimuthal distribution of partons from the jet shower and jet-induced medium excitation are distorted by the transverse flow and the non-uniformity of the dense medium as shown in the left panel of Fig. 1 . For a tangentially propagating jet shower low p T partons from the jet shower and Mach-cone-like excitation are clearly deflected by both the density gradience and the radial flow, giving rise to the azimuthal distributions that peak at an angle away from the initial jet direction. For jet showers that travel against the radial flow, the same deflection splits the azimuthal distribution of low p T partons to become a double-peaked one.
Multiple scatterings in heavy-ion collisions lead to fluctuation in local parton number density or hot spots from both soft and hard interactions. Shown in the right panel of Fig. 1 is a contour plot of initial parton density distribution in transverse plane dN/dxdy of a typical AMPT event for central (b = 0) Au + Au collisions at √ s = 200 GeV. The irregular distribution of hot spots will lead to harmonic flow due to collection expansion. The contributions from these harmonic flows to dihadron correlations can be calculated as
where B is a normalization factor determined by the ZYAM (zero yield at minimum) scheme of background subtraction , v trig n and v asso n are harmonic flow coefficients for trigger and associated hadrons. For the study of jet-induced medium excitation, it is important to isolate and subtract contributions from harmonic flows, especially the triangular flow, since it contributes the most to the double-peak structure of back-to-back dihadron correlation. Shown in the right panel of Fig. 2 are dihadron correlations before (dot-dashed) and after (solid) the removal of contributions from harmonic flows for p trig T > 2.5 GeV/c and 1 < p asso T < 2 GeV/c. Also shown in the figure are contributions from each harmonic flow n = 2-6 (dashed). These contributions are significant for up to n = 5 harmonics.
As seen in the left panel of Fig. 2 , dihadron correlation after subtraction of contributions from harmonic flows still has a double-peak feature on the away-side of the trigger due to jet-induced medium excitation and hadrons from expanding hot spots. The structure should be intrinsic to the jet-induced medium excitation and hot spots themselves and insensitive to the fluctuation of the initial geometry of the dense matter at a fixed impact-parameter. As shown in the right panel of Fig. 2 , the dihadron correlations after subtraction of contributions from harmonic flows become independent on the initial geometric triangularity 3 .
To study the structure of dihadron azimuthal correlation from jets and hot spots separately, we successively switch off each mechanism in AMPT model calculations. By randomizing the azimuthal angle of each jet shower parton in the initial condition from HIJING simulations, we effectively switch off the initial back-to-back correlation of dijets. The dihadron correlation (dashed) after subtraction of hadronic flows denoted as "hot spots" in the left panel of Fig. 3 still exhibits a double-peak on the away-side that comes only from hot spots. It has roughly the same opening angle ∆φ ∼ 1 (rad) as in the full simulation (solid). However, the magnitude of the double-peaked away-side correlation is reduced by about 40%, which can be attributed to dihadron from medium modified dijets and jet-induced medium excitation. When we turn off jet production in the HIJING initial condition, soft partons from string materialization can still form "soft hot spots" that lead to a back-to-back dihadron correlation (dot-dashed) with a weak double-peak. Jet shower partons increase the parton density in "hot spots" and lead to a stronger double-peak dihadron correlation than that of "soft hot spots". Without jets in AMPT, one can further randomize the polar angle of transverse coordinates of soft partons and therefore eliminate the "soft hot spots". The dihadron correlation from such smoothed initial condition becomes almost flat (dotted).
Since high-p T γ's do not interact with the dense medium, their emission should be uniform in the azimuthal angle and uncorrelated with the harmonic flow and collective flow of the hot spots. Therefore, γ-hadron correlation should only come from γ-triggered jets and their shape should reflect directly the medium modification of the jets and jet-induced medium excitation. Shown in the right panel of Fig. 3 are dihadron correlations (solid) after subtraction of harmonic flow as compared with γ-hadron correlation. The two correlations are comparable in magnitude but dihadron has a more pronounced double-peak which can be attributed to the addition of dihadrons from hot spots and the geometric bias toward surface and tangential emission that enhances deflection of jet showers and jet-induced medium excitation [9] by the radial flow. Such difference is important to measure in experiments that will provide critical information on jet-induced medium excitation and evolution of hot spots in high-energy heavy-ion collisions. 
